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Abstract We conducted a performance measurement of virtual machines targeting Microsoft Azure with the
main purpose of investigating the usage environment of public clouds. Specifically, we used Azure CycleCloud,
which is specialized for HPC usage environment and executed various benchmark programs on virtual
machines. We will report on the usage environment of Azure CycleCloud and the benchmark test results on
virtual machines and discuss the collaboration between supercomputer systems and public clouds.
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Intel Xeon Platinum 
8370C (Ice Lake) 2 48 96 48MB 

x 2 sockets 384 ー

Azure CycleCloud
• building HPC environment
 ‘VM size‘ refers to properties or resources assigned to a virtual

machine such as CPU, main memory, GPU, and network bandwidth．

 Based on the VM size, it orchestrates VMs and storage and deploys a
job scheduler-configured cluster to an existing network.

 It also installs specified software at the environment construction.
• managing the system
 It provides functions of user management, resource management, job

management and accounting management for the HPC environment.

• Flow of job execution
1. The user connects to the master node from a local terminal via

SSH public key authentication.
2. The user creates a job script on the master node and submits it to

the scheduler.
3. It automatically deploys VMs with the requested VM size

collaborating with the scheduler.
4. The job is executed.
5. When the job is finished, the VMs are automatically stopped.

Collaboration between supercomputer centers & public clouds

Benchmark test results

The latency of the Azure website is
8-15% better than that of this study.

BW showed better performance in this study.
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